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Shell Stress Extraction Offset/Endings/IIW 

Defining Offset/Endings in SetupManager 

Visualization in LIMIT Viewer 

User defined directions 

Coordinate systems for fatigue analysis 

Overview 
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Activating Offset/Endings 

Definition is set in SetupManager 

Offset and Endings  are used with   
   nominal stress approach 

Input 
 Depending on thickness t*factor or values 

Offset: b in sketch below 

Endings: a in sketch below 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Nominal Stress Offset/Endings 

x 

b 
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Visualizing Offset/Endings 

LIMIT generates extraction  
  points 
 They can be visualized in viewer 

 Red dots in picture 

 Can be found in node sets: 
 _STRESS_EXTRACTION_POINT 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Nominal Stress Offset/Endings 
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Activating Structural Stresses (IIW) 

Definition is set in SetupManager 

IIW used for structural hot spot stress 

Input: Selection of IIW 
 IIW, IIW_A: Reference points: 0,5xt and 1,5xt 

 IIW_B: Reference points: 5mm and 15mm 

Sketch below showing Endings position  

Offset identical but transverse to weld 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Structural Stress (IIW) Offset/Endings 
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Visualizing IIW Reference Points 

LIMIT generates extraction points 
 They can be visualized in viewer 

 Red dots in picture 

 Can be found in node sets: 
 _STRESS_EXTRACTION_POINT 

 

 

 

 

 

Structural Stress (IIW) Offset/Endings 
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Default Directions Offset/Endings 

Problems with Default Directions 

In some cases, the automatically generated directions might not be appropriate  
   for the assessment 

E.g. at the end of the shown weld the  
   offset transverse will not work, since 
   there are no elements to extract 
   stresses from. 

Endings  

Offset  
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Default Directions Offset/Endings 

Missing a Stress Extraction Point 

Offset for end node  
   misses  
 Red arrow marks default 
   offset direction 

 No extraction point  
   at 1,5xt found 

 LIMIT will use stresses 
   directly at the node 

 Elset:  
   0_LOCAL_STRESSES_USED 

   marks elements that  
   were analyzed with 
   local node stresses 
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User Defined Directions Offset/Endings 

User Defined Directions for Offset and Endings 

The directions must be  
   set for an element row of 
   the weld 

Definition in the GUI 
 Mark one of the element 
   sets of the weld in the 
   model tree 
   (here FS0000101) 

 Set is highlighted in 
   viewport 

 Push right mouse button 

 Select one of three  
   options in pull down menu 
 Create Direction 

 Create Offset 

 Create Ending 
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User Defined Directions Offset/Endings 

Defining the Direction for Offset and Endings  

SetManager opens 

Set generation window 
   opens 

Node selection 
 Orientation is defined 
   by picking pairs of nodes 

 First node must be on  
   weld 

 Only 2 nodes per set  
   allowed 

 Press apply  
 Set FS0000101_DIR_01 

created 
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User Defined Directions Offset/Endings 

Defining the Direction for Offset and Endings (for a second point) 

Mark FS000101 in tree 
 Push right mouse button 

 Select one of three  
   options in pull down menu 
 Create Direction 

Node selection 
 Pick first node must on  
   weld 

 Pick second node 

 Press apply  
 Set FS0000101_DIR_02 

created 

 Set FS0000101_DIR_01 
can bee seen in tree  
(red arrow) 
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User Defined Directions Offset/Endings 

User Defined Directions 

Differences in the three modes 
 Create Direction 
 If this type is defined, both methods Offset and Endings will use the same direction in this node 

This usually is the case for continuous sheets at the end of welds   

 Create Offset 
 If the direction is created with  

this option, then it is only used for Offset operations 

 Create Ending 
 If the direction is created with this option, then it is only used for Endings operations 
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User Defined Directions Offset/Endings 

Create Offset 

Example: 
 For continuous sheet 
   set FS000102 is 
   highlighted 

 Produces a node set 
   FS000102_OFF_01  
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User Defined Directions Offset/Endings 

Create Endings 

Example:  
 For continuous sheet 
   set FS000102 is 
   highlighted 

 Produces a node set 
   FS000102_END_01  
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User Defined Directions Offset/Endings 

Visualization in LIMIT Viewer 

Example: 
 All distances  
   1,5 x t (local thickness) 

 

 Default directions 
 

 Create Direction 

 

 Create Offset 

 

 Create Endings 
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Local Coordinate Systems Offset/Endings 

Weld Directions with Offset and Endings 

If the Offset or Endings options are used, the fatigue analysis will be performed  
   in the local coordinate system defined by the weld 

In combination with IIW option, the  
   fatigue analysis will be performed  
   in a local coordinate system defined  
   by the offset direction and the local  
   shell normal.  
 Transvers direction is equal to  
   offset and extrapolation direction 
   (FAT class transverse is applied) 

 Parallel direction is normal to  
   offset direction and normal to  
   shell normal 
   (FAT class parallel is applied) 

 

Offset=Transverse  

Parallel 
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Last slide! 
 

 

 

 

End  


